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Ambiguous measurements do not reveal omplete information about the system under test. Their
quantum-mehanial ounterparts are semi-weak (or in the limit, weak-) measurements and here
we disuss their role in tests of the Leggett-Garg inequalities. We show that, whilst ambiguous
measurements allow one to forgo the usual non-invasive measureability assumption, to derive an
LGI that may be violated, we are fored to introdue another assumption that equates the invasive
inuene of ambiguous and unambiguous detetors. Based on this assumption, we derive signalling
onditions that should be fullled for the plausibility of the Leggett-Garg test. We then propose
an experiment on a three-level system with a diret quantum-optis realisation that satises all
signalling onstraints and violates a Leggett-Garg inequality.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Leggett-Garg inequalities (LGIs) [1℄ were on-
struted as tests of marorealism, as dened by the three
assumptions (the rst two as stated in Ref. [1℄; the third
was made expliit in e.g. Refs. [24℄):
(A1) Marosopi realism per se: A marosopi system
with two or more marosopially distint states
available to it will at all times be in one or the
other of these states;
(A2) Noninvasive measurability (NIM) at the maro-
sopi level: It is possible, in priniple, to deter-
mine the state of the system with arbitrarily small
perturbation on its subsequent dynamis;
(A3) Arrow of time: The outome of a measurement on
the system annot be aeted by what will or will
not be measured on it later.
The inequalities that follow from these assumptions have
been the subjet of muh work that was reviewed a few
years ago in Ref. [5℄ with many theoretial [612℄ and
experimental [1321℄ developments having taken plae
sine.
Of the three assumptions, (A2) is partiularly vexa-
tious sine, while it assumes NIM to hold in priniple,
non-invasivity must also be seen to hold true in pratie,
otherwise any violation of an LGI an be assigned to some
unwitting invasivity of the measurement [22℄. This is the
lumsiness loophole of Wilde and Mizel [23℄. And, sine
quantum-mehanial measurements are in fat invasive,
NIM is a ounterfatual and an never be ruled out em-
pirially.
Leggett and Garg's proposal [1℄ for dealing with this
situation was to use ideal negative measurements, and
these have been employed in various reent experiments
[13, 19, 21, 24, 25℄. This approah, however, just shifts
the lous of any presumed non-invasivity away from the
system itself and onto some degree of freedom in its envi-
ronment. There have also been a number of attempts to
formulate LGIs under dierent assumptions [2630℄, but
these too must ultimately suer from similar loopholes.
This issue of invasivity relates to an important dier-
ene between the LGIs and the formally-similar Bell's
inequalities, and this is the issue of signalling [4, 9℄. For
spaelike-separated observers Alie and Bob in a Bell
test, we have the no-signalling ondition
P (A)−
∑
B
P (A,B) = 0, (1)
where P (A) is the probability that Alie obtains result A
and P (A,B) is the joint probability of result A for Alie
andB for Bob. Thus, the inuene of Bob's measurement
is statistially undetetable to Alie (and vie versa). In
the LGI setting, there is no external physial priniple
suh as loality to whih we an appeal that enfores a
lak of signalling between the two measurements. Let us
dene
δ(n3) = P (n3)−
∑
n2
P (n3, n2), (2)
where n2 and n3 are outomes of measurements at times
t2 and t3 > t2, to quantify the signalling in a LGI ontext.
Under the assumptions (A13), these signalling quanti-
ers should be zero, just as in the Bell's test. Indeed the
no-signalling-in-time (NSIT) equalities δ(n3) = 0 [4℄, or
ones very similar to them [31℄, have been disussed as
tests of marorealism themselves [4, 7, 12, 32℄. These
studies show that, generially, quantum-mehanial vi-
olations of an LGI are aompanied by a violation of
NSIT onditions (see Ref. [33℄ and also Se. II). From
this, a marorealist would onlude that, sine there is
experimental evidene that the measurements an sig-
nal forward in time, they are invasive and (A2) does not
hold in pratise. Thus, observation that the NSIT equal-
ities hold may be taken as a neessary [but by no means
suient℄ ondition that our measurements appear non-
invasive. NSIT also restores the symmetry between LGIs
and Bell inequalities.
A number of ways of ahieving LGI violations without
signalling have been disussed. Muh has been written
2about weak (or semi-weak) measurements [34, 35℄ and the
violation of the LGIs [3643℄. As Halliwell makes lear
[9℄, weakly-measured quasiprobalities naturally have the
NSIT property and an violate LGI inequalities. The im-
portane of weak measurements in unifying spatial and
temporal orrelations, and hene LG and and Bell in-
equalities, has been disussed in e.g. Ref. [44℄. Outside
the weak-measurement paradigm, the work of George
et al. [33℄ (see also Ref. [45℄) stands out as having re-
ported a measurement of an LGI violation whilst obeying
the relevant no-signalling onditions (George et al. used
the language of the measurements being non-disturbing
rather than no-signalling). These results, however, ame
in a very spei setting, viz the quantum 3-box paradox,
leaving open the question as to whether their results rep-
resent a peuliarity of this model, or whether similar sit-
uations an be found in other, perhaps even marosopi,
systems.
In this paper we desribe a general approah to LGI
violations using a set of ambiguous measurements [46℄
that are realised quantum-mehanially by a partiular
lass of POVM. We show that with the quasiprobabilities
inferred from suh measurements we are able to violate
an LGI inequality without making the NIM assumption.
However, in order to justify use of these quasiprobabities
as proxies for the real thing, we nd we must make an al-
ternative assumption that equates the invasive inuene
of ambiguous and unambiguous detetors on a maroreal
state. We will all this assumption Equivalently-invasive
measureability (EIM). We believe that an assumption
along these lines taitly underlies previous work on weak
measurements and the LGI. While it may seem hard to
justify a priori that two potentially very dierent dete-
tors are invasive in the same way (although, see later),
this assumption leads to a testable onsequene, namely
that the signalling quantiers for both detetors should
be equal. These onditions we all equal-signalling in
time (ESIT) and they an be tested empirially. We note
here that the assumption of EIM in the presene of ful-
lled NSIT onditions is similar to the non-ollusion of
adroit measurements disussed by Wilde and Mizel [23℄.
From our onsiderations we arrive at several onlu-
sions: (i) Violations of any single LGI are always aom-
panied by violations of NSIT (this is a slight generali-
sation of a result given in [33℄); (ii) There exists spei
ombinations of quantum dynamis and ambiguous mea-
surements that an both violate LGIs and satisfy ESIT.
In the examples we disuss here, ESIT is realised through
the NSIT onditions for both ambiguous and unambigu-
ous eah being exatly zero. We thus show that the
results of George an be generalised to arbitrary sys-
tems, provided we hoose the dynamis and measure-
ments appropriately. (iii) In general, violations of LGI
in the weak-measurement limit are aompanied by a vi-
olation of ESIT (and would thus be unonvining to a
marorealist). This must always be the ase when our
measurements involve just two outomes. However, we
also show that there exist spei weak-measurement se-
narios with multiple outomes in whih ESIT remains
intat.
This paper proeeds as follows. In Se. II we derive a
modied version of the LGI without making the NIM as-
sumption and show that diretly-measured probabilities,
even those from quantum mehanis, an never violate
it. In Se. III we then introdue our ambiguous mea-
surements, disuss the neessity of the EIM assumption
and onstrut our ambiguously-measured LGI. We then
analyse this quantum-mehanially in Se. IV and show
how the ambiguous LGI an be violated whilst ESIT is
preserved in general. In Se. V we disuss a onrete
example of our formalism, eminently-realisable in terms
of the quantum optis set up pursued in Refs. [19, 20℄.
In Se. VI we make the onnetion with weak measure-
ments, before disussing the signiane of our results in
Se. VII.
II. THE LGI WITHOUT THE NON-INVASIVE
MEASURABILITY ASSUMPTION
The most-studied LG orrelator involves dihotomi
observable Q = ±1 and reads
K ≡ 〈Q2Q1〉+ 〈Q3Q2〉 − 〈Q3Q1〉 , (3)
where Qi = Q(ti) is the measurement outome at times
t3 > t2 > t1. Under assumptions A1-3 above, Leggett
and Garg showed thatK ≤ 1. We want to investigate this
orrelator without assumption (A2). To simplify mat-
ters, we rst assume the oinidene of the measurement
at t1 and our preparation step [11, 13, 19, 40℄. Delaring
Q1 = +1, the LG orrelator beomes
K = 〈Q2〉+ 〈Q3Q2〉 − 〈Q3〉 . (4)
We assume that our measurements unambiguously reveal
one of M dierent outomes, eah of whih we assoiate
with a dierent marosopially-distint state. We al-
lot a Q-value to eah via q(n) = ±1 with 1 ≤ n ≤ M
[47℄. In terms of the probabilities P (ni) of obtaining re-
sult ni at time ti, the simple expetation values in K
read 〈Qi〉 =
∑
ni
q(ni)P (ni). Under assumptions (A1)
and (A3) [but not (A2)℄, adding a measurement at time
t3 does not aet the result at t2 and so we an write
〈Q2〉 =
∑
n3n2
q(n2)P (n3, n2), where P (n3, n2) is the
joint probability of measuring n2 and n3. We then use
the signalling quantiers δ(n3) in Eq. (2) to eliminate
P (n3) from K. The result is
K =
∑
n3,n2
[q(n2) + q(n2)q(n3)− q(n3)]P (n3, n2)
−
∑
n3
q(n3)δ(n3). (5)
The rst term here is what we get under the standard
derivation of the LGI with NIM. The seond term is
new and desribes the eets of the invasiveness of our
3measurements. Taking a maximally-adverse position, in-
dependent maximisation of these two terms yields our
modied NIM-free LGI [48℄
K ≤ 1 + ∆; with ∆ ≡
∑
n3
|δ(n3)|. (6)
The idea is, therefore, to make measurements of both
K and ∆ and ompare them with this inequality. It
is immediately lear, however, that as long as P (n3, n2)
and P3(n3) form two sets of genuine probabilities, then
Eq. (6) an never be violated. This holds just as well for
probabilities obtained quantum-mehanially, and indeed
irrespetive of whether the measurements are projetive
or more general.
III. AMBIGUOUS MEASUREMENTS
The foregoing makes lear that we are never going to
violate Eq. (6) with diretly-measured probabilities. The
only remaining possibility is therefore to replae the mea-
sured probabilities with quasiprobabilities in a way that a
marorealist would feel was a fair substitution. We main-
tain that this an only be the ase when we perform two
experiments and ompare them. The rst experiment
proeeds as above with our detetor at time t2 giving un-
ambiguously one of 1 ≤ n ≤ M outomes. These results
are repeatable. The seond experiment analyses the same
system, but with the detetor at time t2 being ambigu-
ous [46℄. This detetor gives one of 1 ≤ α ≤ MA results
with the key property that repeated measurements do not
neessarily lead to the same outome. The marorealist
will view this measurement as only revealing inomplete
information about the real state of the system.
We then look to relate the two experiments. By fol-
lowing a measurement of unambiguous result n with an
ambiguous measurement, we obtain the onditional prob-
abilities cαn that state n gives response α. Using these
results and Bayes' rule, the marorealist would be happy
to write the probability of obtaining result α as
P (α) =
∑
n
cαnP(n). (7)
We use the notation P to denote a probability that is
not measured diretly but rather inferred. Colleting o-
eients cαn into matrix c and assuming MA ≥M suh
that the ambiguous measurements give us suient in-
formation to reonstrut P(n), we write
P(n) =
∑
α
dnαP (α), (8)
where dnα are elements of the left-inverse of c, i.e. d ·c =
1. Note that we an not measure the quantities dnα
diretly, as we do not know what it means to prepare in
state α.
In analogy with Eq. (8), we next write down the in-
ferred joint probability
P(n3, n2) =
∑
α
dn2αP (n3, α). (9)
For a marorealist to agree that this inferred probabil-
ity is same as the diretly-measured one, P (n3, n2), he
or she would have to assume that the evolution of the
system from state n2 is the same with the ambiguous de-
tetor in plae as it would be had we atually measured
result n2 with the unambiguous detetor. We odify this
assumption as
(A2*) Equivalently-invasive measureability (EIM): The
invasive inuene of ambiguous measurements on
any given maroreal state is the same as that of
unambiguous ones,
and make it here as an alternative to NIM.
The degree of signalling due to the ambiguous mea-
surements is quantied by
δA(n3) ≡ P (n3)−
∑
α
P (n3, α). (10)
Inserting
∑
n dnα = 1 from the onservation of probabil-
ity and using Eq. (9), we obtain
δA(n3) = P (n3)−
∑
n2
P(n3, n2). (11)
Thus, as a onsequene of (A2*), the marorealist will
expet the signalling quantiers δ(n3) and δA(n3) to be
the same. Let us quantify this by dening the signalling
dierenes
D(n3) ≡ δ(n3)− δA(n3), (12)
whih, under EIM, obey
D(n3) = 0; ∀n3. (13)
In analogy with no-signalling in time, we dub these on-
ditions the equal-signalling-in-time (ESIT) equalities.
To obtain an LGI that may be violated, we take Eq. (5)
and replae the measured probabilities with the inferred
ones, Eq. (9). This yields the orrelator
KA =
∑
n3,n2,α
[q(n2) + q(n2)q(n3)− q(n3)] dn2αP (n3, α)
−
∑
n3
q(n3)δA(n3), (14)
whih involves measured quantities only. Pereiving this
orrelator to be equivalent to Eq. (5), the marorealist
would expet KA and δA(n3) to be related in the same
way as the original K and δ(n3). Thus we obtain
KA ≤ 1 + ∆A; ∆A =
∑
n3
|δA(n3)|. (15)
This we will refer to as the ambiguously-measured LGI.
The important point is that the marorealist would only
write this inequality down if they were onvined rstly
of the existene of the states n (for whih we need the
unambiguous measurements), and seondly that assump-
tion (A2*) is valid.
4IV. QUANTUM FORMULATION
We now desribe the situation quantum-mehanially.
Let ρi be the system density matrix at time ti, and
let the time evolution from time ti to tj be given by
ρj = Ωji[ρi] = UjiρU
†
ji with Uji the appropriate unitary
operator. Our unambiguous measurement is desribed
with orthogonal projetors Πn, 1 ≤ n ≤ M that obey∑
nΠn = 1 and ΠnΠn′ = δnn′Πn, thus ensuring the
repeatability of the measurement. In this ase the sig-
nalling quantiers are given by
δQM(n3) =
∑
n,n′ 6=n
X(n3, n, n
′). (16)
with X(n3, n, n
′) ≡ Tr {Πn3Ω32 [Πnρ2Πn′ ]}.
In the ambiguous ase, the measurement is desribed
by a POVM with elements that we take to be sums of
projetion operators
Fα =
∑
n2
cαn2Πn2 , (17)
and have a lear interpretation in terms of the states n.
With P (α) = Tr {Fαρ2} and P (n) = Tr {Πnρ}, this im-
mediately reprodues Eq. (7). The POVM elements are
assoiated with the Kraus operators as Fα = M
2
α with
Mα = M
†
α =
∑
n
√
cαnΠn, suh that the joint proba-
bilities are given by P (n3, α) = Tr {Πn3Ω32 [Mαρ2Mα]}.
This gives the ambiguous signalling quantiers as
δQMA (n3) =
∑
n,n′ 6=n
γ(n, n′)X(n3, n, n
′) (18)
with γ(n, n′) = 1 − ∑α
√
cαncαn′ . Similarly, from
Eq. (14), the LG orrelator is
KQMA =
∑
n3n2
[q(n2) + q(n2)q(n3)− q(n3)]P (n3, n2)
−
∑
n3
q(n3)δ
QM
A (n3)
+
∑
n2,n3
[q(n2) + q(n2)q(n3)− q(n3)]κ(n3, n2),
with
κ(n2, n3) ≡
∑
n,n′ 6=n
Γ(n2, n, n
′)X(n3, n, n
′), (19)
and Γ(n2, n, n
′) ≡∑α dn2α
√
cαncαn′ . The important re-
sult here is that, whereas the rst two terms in KQMA
are exatly what we get in the unambiguous ase [see
Eq. (5)℄, a third term appears whih is not diretly re-
lated to the signalling quantiers. This new term opens
up the possibility of violating Eq. (15).
If we look at the signalling dierene, however, we nd
that
DQM(n3) =
∑
n,n′ 6=n
[1− γ(n, n′)]X(n3, n, n′). (20)
Unless we an set these quantities to zero, the maro-
realist an onlude that (A2*) does not hold, and any
violation of the ambiguously-measured LGI is due to the
non-omparability of the two experiments.
V. INVERTED MEASUREMENTS AND A
QUANTUM-OPTICS REALISATION
Is it possible to satisfy ESIT D(n3) = 0; ∀n3 and still
violate Eq. (15)? We answer this question by onsidering
a simple measurement sheme whih we all an inverted
measurement. The idea is that, whereas the unambigu-
ous detetor identies the system as being in state n,
the inverted-measurement detetor identies it as being
in any state other than n. So, with three unambiguous
outomes n ∈ {A,B,C}, our inverted-measurement de-
tets the three disjuntions: A ∪ B, B ∪ C, and A ∪ C.
From these, a marorealist would have no qualms infer-
ring the (quasi-)probabilities P(A) = P (A ∪B) + P (A ∪
C) − P (B ∪ C), et. Suh a detetor has MA = M and
is desribed by the matries
c =
1
M − 1 (J− 1) ; d = J− (M − 1)1, (21)
where 1 is the unit matrix and J is a matrix of ones.
With this detetor, we obtain (M − 1)δQMA (n3) =
δQM(n3), with δ
QM(n3) as in Eq. (16), and thus
DQM(n3) = (M − 2) δA(n3). (22)
Thus, if we an nd a quantum dynamis that obeys
NSIT, then ESIT will be automatially satised. Fur-
thermore, with this measurement set-up, the terms re-
sponsible for LGI violations read
κ(n3, n2) = −δQMA (n3)
+
∑
n
[X(n3, n2, n) +X(n3, n, n2)] , (23)
whih remain nite even when δQMA (n3) = 0. Thus this
sheme oers a route to satisfy NSIT for both measure-
ments, ESIT along with it, and still violate Eq. (15).
We now onsider a three-level system as the lowest-
dimensional system for whih inverse measurements
make sense. We label the states n ∈ {A,B,C}, hoose
measurement assignments q(A) = −q(B) = q(C) = 1,
and initialise the system in state ρ1 = |C〉〈C|. Time
evolution is governed by U21 = U32 = U with
U =


1 0 0
0 cosφ sinφ
0 − sinφ cosφ

×


cosχ 0 sinχ
0 1 0
− sinχ 0 cosχ


×


cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1

 , (24)
with parameters φ, χ and θ.
5U
t1 t2 t3
A
(a)
(b)
B
C
(c)
U
UU
U
U
FIG. 1. Sketh of a three-level system realised as optial han-
nels A, B and C with non-trivial time evolution generated by
the bloks labelled U . We initialise by injeting a photon into
hannel C. Three ongurations are shown. (a) No measure-
ment at t2; (b) Unambiguous measurement. With bloking
elements in hannels B and C, detetion of the photon at t3
means that we an infer that the photon was in hannel A
at time t2. () Ambiguous measurement. With only hannel
C bloked, detetion of the photon at t3 means that, from a
marorealisti point of view, the photon was in either hannel
A or B at time t2.
A set-up like this was realised optially in Refs. [19, 20℄,
and our inverted measurement sheme would have a par-
tiularly straightforward implementation in this ontext,
see Fig. 1. The system state is enoded in one of three op-
tial hannels. Measurements are made through a om-
bination of photon detetors on the far right (t3) and
by plaing a sequene of bloking elements in the optial
paths at t2. Projetive measurement of the probabilities
P (n3, A) are unambiguously obtained by bloking two
paths at one (Fig. 1b) sine if we blok e.g. paths B
and C, the photon must have passed through hannel A
at t2 to survive through to the detetor. In ontrast, our
inverted measurements are obtained by bloking just one
of the three hannels (Fig. 1). With a blok in han-
nel C, say, a detetion of a photon at t3 would lead a
marorealist to infer that the photon state must have
been either A or B at time t2.
We then alulate δQMA for this system and hoose χ
as a funtion of φ and θ suh that δQMA (A) = 0. Sine∑
n3
δQMA (n3) = 0, we have δ
QM
A (B) = −δQMA (C) suh
that when one of these two remaining NSIT indiators is
set to zero, then all three are zero. Fig. 2 shows δQMA (B)
as a funtion of the two angles θ and φ. Marked in blak
are the parameters for whih δQMA (B) = 0. Fig. 3 shows
the orresponding LGI orrelator KQMA , whih takes val-
ues up to a maximum of KQMA = 1.9. Overlaid on this
gure are the no-signalling lines from Fig. 2. In many
θ/pi
φ/pi
FIG. 2. The signalling quantier δ
QM
A (B) as a funtion of
parameters θ and φ for ambiguous measurements of a three-
level system. Parameter χ was hosen to set δ
QM
A (A) = 0.
The blak lines indiate parameters for whih δ
QM
A (B) =
−δ
QM
A (C) = 0 and both NSIT and ESIT are obeyed.
plaes, these lines oinide with the LG orrelator taking
the value KQMA = 1. However, there are also several re-
gions where this is not the ase, and in partiular, in the
top left orner of this gure we see a no-signalling line
interset a region with KQMA > 1. For these parameter
values, then, we have NSIT, ESIT and a violation of the
LGI.
Fig. 4 shows two uts through Fig. 3. Fig. 4a reveals
the maximum value of KQMA when signalling is zero to
be KQMA = 1.464. Fig. 4b shows a straight ut through-
Fig. 3 for xed θ. On this plot we also show the quantity
1+∆QMA , whih represents the modied upper bound for
KQMA . Only around the points where ∆
QM
A is lose to
zero do we obtain LGI violations.
VI. WEAK MEASUREMENTS
As example of LGI violations with weak measurements,
let us onsider a detetor (MA = M) desribed by
c =
1− ǫ
M
J+ ǫ1; d =
1
ǫ
1+
ǫ− 1
ǫM
J. (25)
Eah detetor response is biased towards a ertain (un-
ambiguous) outome, but in the limit ǫ→ 0 this bias dis-
appears and the measurement beomes weak. To leading
order in ǫ, we obtain γ(n, n′) ≈ M4 ǫ2 and Γ(n2, n, n′) ≈
1
2 (δn,n2 + δn′,n2). Thus, with this detetor in the ǫ → 0
limit, the ambiguous NSIT quantities beome
lim
ǫ→0
δQMA (n3) = 0, (26)
6θ/pi
φ/pi
FIG. 3. The ambiguously-measured LG orrelator K
QM
A
for our three-level system as a funtion of angles θ and
φ. Red/orange olours orrespond to K
QM
A > 1; blue to
K
QM
A < 1. The blak lines are the no-signalling lines from
Fig. 2 along whih δ
QM
A (n3) = 0; ∀n3. In the top-left quad-
rant we see the no-signalling line interset a K > 1 region,
suh that we have NSIT, ESIT and a violation of the LGI.
and there is no signalling for the weak measurement.
Meanwhile, for terms responsible for violation of the am-
biguous LGI, we obtain
lim
ǫ→0
κ(n2, n3) =
1
2
∑
n6=n2
[X(n3, n2, n) +X(n3, n, n2)] ,
whih will be non-zero provided there are oherenes be-
tween basis states at time t2. Indeed, with these results
we an rewrite the LG orrelator as
lim
ǫ→0
KQMA = Tr
{[
Qˆ2 +
1
2
{
Qˆ2, Qˆ3
}
− Qˆ3
]
ρ1
}
(27)
where Qˆn = Qˆ(tn) = U
†
n1 (
∑
m q(m)Πm)Un1 is the mea-
sured operator in the Heisenberg piture at time tn and
{·, ·} denotes the antiommutator. We thus arrive at the
weakly-measured form of the LGI as disussed in e.g.
Ref. [9℄. From Fritz [49℄, we know that the maximum
quantum-mehanial value of this quantity is idential to
that obtained in the projetive ase in the Lüders limit
[47, 50℄, i.e. when the number of projetors is exatly
two. Thus, we onlude that, in the weak-measurement
ase,
lim
ǫ→0
KQMA ≤ 1 + ∆QMLüders ≤
3
2
, (28)
where ∆QM
Lüders
is the no-signalling quantity that would be
obtained under a projetive Lüders measurements. Sine
this will generally be non-zero, no-signalling violations of
the weakly-measured LGI are possible.
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FIG. 4. Two uts through Fig. 3 for the inverted-measurement
ase plus orresponding results for the weak measurements of
Se. VI. (a) The orrelator K
QM
A as a funtion of θ along
the no-signalling line that goes through the orange region in
Fig. 3. Sine ∆A = 0 along this line, the LGI reverts to
KA ≤ 1 and violations of Eq. (15) our within the indiated
red region. Blak line: inverted measurement; blue line: weak
measurement. (b) The orrelatorK
QM
A along the straight-line
ut in Fig. 3 from φ = 0 to φ = pi with θ = 0.831pi. The red
region shows the righthand side of Eq. (15) and, sine gener-
ally we have signalling here, this quantity is greater than one.
Indeed, only near the maximum of K
QM
A does 1 + ∆
QM
A drop
signiantly suh that we obtain a violation of Eq. (15). NB:
the maximum of the K
QM
A urve here is slightly displaed
from the no-signalling point and thus has a value slightly
higher than the no-signalling maximum (1.482 vs. 1.464).
() The same as panel (b) but for the weakly-measured ase
with θ = 0.856pi. Again the maximum is slightly oset from
no-signalling maximum (1.173 vs. 1.147).
This, however, indiates a problem when the number
of outomes for our unambiguous measurements is a-
tually M = 2, beause then the quantity ∆QM
Lüders
in
Eq. (28) is exatly the same ∆QM for the unambigu-
ous measurements. Thus violations of the ambiguously-
measured LGI imply violations of the unambiguous NSIT
equalities. In the M = 2 ase, therefore, we have
limǫ→0D
QM(n3) = δ
QM(n3) 6= 0 for at least some n3,
from whih the realist would onlude that (A2*) is in-
valid.
Away from this M = 2 ase, however, this argument
does not apply, and we may obtain ∆QM = 0 whilst
∆QM
Lüders
> 0, sine they are dierent quantities. To show
that is the ase, we return to the three-level system of the
last setion for whih M = 3. For this model, we already
know that ∆QM = ∆QMA = 0 along the lines shown in
Fig. 2. A plot of the weakly-measured LG orrelator of
Eq. (27) [not shown℄ then looks very similar to Fig. 3
(but with less-pronouned maxima) and again shows a
region of LGI violation interseted by the no-signalling
line. Fig. 4a shows the value ofKQMA along this line, from
7whih we obtain a maximum violation of KQMA = 1.147
(and thus ∆QM
Lüders
= 0.147). Fig. 4 also shows a ut for
xed θ through the maximum.
VII. DISCUSSION
In Se. II we saw that in attempting to derive an LGI
without the NIM assumption (A2), we ensure that it an
never be violated. This is not surprising beause a re-
alisti desription of nature by itself is not inonsistent
with the probabilities of quantum mehanis [2℄. To ob-
tain an inequality that we ould violate, we onsidered
two measurements, one unambiguous and one ambiguous
[51℄. By omparing the two, and replaing a probabil-
ity in an inequality derived for one experiment with a
(quasi-) probability inferred from the other, we obtained
our ambiguously-measured LGI whih, as we have seen
in our examples, an be violated by quantum theory. To
justify this swith, however, we had to introdue the EIM
assumption (A2*), in whih the invasivity of the measure-
ments in eah of the two experiments was taken to be
equivalent. Making the role of this assumption expliit
in LGI tests with ambiguous or weak measurements is
one of the main results of this work.
Whilst the EIM assumption may not seem partiularly
plausible in the abstrat [52℄, for ertain detetors, it
might be. In partiular, onsider measurements that are
realised with a set of individual detetors, eah of whih
only interats with the system when it is in just one of the
maro-real states (as in ideal negative measurements). In
this ase, then, the unambiguous measurement would be
implemented by using one of these detetors at a time,
whereas the ambiguous measurement would involve using
more than one, deployed in suh a way that any knowl-
edge of whih partiular detetor had red was lost. Sine
in this ase, the omponents of the ambiguous measure-
ment are just the sum of those from the unambiguous
one, one ould reasonably expet the inuene on the
system of the two measurements to be the same. But,
more than onsideration of any spei realisation, just
as NIM leads to the NSIT onditions, so the EIM as-
sumption leads to the ESIT onditions, and these an be
experimentally tested. And while suessful NSIT/ESIT
tests an not exlude NIM/EIM, they would at least pro-
vide the marorealist with some level of empirial on-
dene that the experiment was funtioning in onformity
with these priniples.
In this paper we have disussed the onrete example of
a three-level system, under both inverted and weak mea-
surements, and found parameter regimes where it an
satisfy both NSIT and ESIT equalities whilst violating
an LGI. In the weak measurement ase, it is important
to note that whilst the NSIT equality is guaranteed to
hold for the weak measurement itself, this is not neessar-
ily the ase for the unambiguous part of the experiment
and thus, generally, ESIT would not hold in these experi-
ments. Only under ertain model-spei irumstanes,
and only when the system dimension is greater than two,
an both NSIT and ESIT be fullled. As we show in ap-
pendixA, the three-box problem from the experiment of
George et al. [33℄ an be understood within the frame-
work disussed here and shows the required NSIT/ESIT
properties.
Faed, then, with the violation of an ambiguously-
measured LGI, together with the satisfation of ESIT,
what would a marorealist onlude? Certainly, this
would would give more ause for thought than having
measured an LGI violation in a single experiment, as
there a measurement of the NSIT equalities would be
enough to dismiss the measurements as signalling. With
the ambiguous presription and ESIT, the marorealist
would be faed with either giving up the ombination
of A1+A3, or nding an explanation for how two dif-
ferent measurements an somehow onspire to give ex-
atly the same degree of signalling and yet somehow in-
uene the system in very dierent ways. This problem is
ompounded in the ase where ESIT is satised through
NSIT being satised for both experiments, as in this ase
both experiments are individually non-signalling. With
this, then, we arrive at a situation similar to that pre-
sented by Wilde and Mizel [23℄ (with a reent realisation
[18℄). Whilst the measurement proedures in their work
were very dierent to those onsidered here (involving
dierent bases), the problem reated for the marorealist
is similar  in order to maintain a marorealisti de-
sription of the system, the marorealist is left with hav-
ing to explain away a ollusion between two sets of mea-
surements. When properly exeuted, then, ambiguously-
measured LGIs provide a further way with we might nar-
row the lumsiness loophole.
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Appendix A: Quantum three-box problem
The quantum three-box problem [33, 45℄ an be ast in
the language used here. With the three states labelled as
in Se. V Alie's measurement at time t3 is haraterised
by two projetors Π
(3)
−1 = |C〉〈C| and Π(3)+1 = 1− |C〉〈C|,
whih we have labelled with the respetive q = ±1 as-
signments and a supersript to distinguish them from
the previous projetors. Bob's measurement at time t2
an be haraterised by a four-element POVM with
c =
1
2


1 0 0
0 1 1
0 1 0
1 0 1

 , (A1)
8and the assignments q(A) = q(B) = −q(C) = +1. For
the time evolution operators we take
U21 =
1√
6


2 0
√
2
−1 √3 √2
−1 −√3 √2

 ; (A2)
U32 =
1√
6


1 1 2√
3 −√3 0√
2
√
2 −√2

 . (A3)
Finally, we need to onsider a dierent, but essentially
equivalent [5℄, version of the LGI:
K ′ = 〈Q2〉21 + 〈Q3Q2〉321 − 〈Q3〉31 ≥ −1. (A4)
Calulating with the above formalism gives δQMA (n3) =
δQM (n3) = 0 suh that Bob's measurements are non-
signalling and ESIT is satised, along with K ′
QM
A =
−13/9, suh that the ambiguous LGI is violated. This is
in agreement with Ref. [33℄.
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